ITMA 2019
20–26 June, Barcelona, Spain
Visit us at Hall 8.0, Booth C101

Risk a look through the keyhole.
This flyer gives you an idea of our new booth concept. It puts our products, technologies and services in a new light. Showing you our innovations – at one
glance. Presenting our product range – in a previously unseen depth. But most of all, it makes people the center of focus. Openness and transparency in our
design are a commitment that reflects in our behavior. We want to keep up the dialog with you – because only together we can move forward.

Groz-Beckert | Hall 8.0

C101

Lounge & Coffee Bar

Catering Area

Meeting Rooms

We create a comfortable
atmosphere to provide the perfect
basis for exchanges, interviews
and private conversation.

We are always there for you and of
course we have time and space
reserved for expert discussion and
a little snack.

We provide topics of conversation
and naturally offer rooms to talk
about them.

Tufting

Carding

Tufting needles, hooks and loopers,
tufting knives and reedfinger modules

Card clothing for the nonwovens and
the short and long staple spinning
industry as well as mounting service

Sewing

Felting

Needles for sewing and shoe
machines, INH Quality Management

Felting needles, jet strips for
hydroentanglement and services for
the nonwovens industry

Weaving
Knitting

Healds, heald frames, warp stop
motions and drop wires, as well as
machines for weaving preparation

Knitting machine needles, system
parts, cylinders and dials for circular
knitting machines

Innovation Hub
Curious? – Pay a visit to our booth
and see for yourself what we have
to offer.

Entrance

Knitting machine needles and
system parts that rise to any
challenge: Groz-Beckert presents
exciting innovations in proven
quality. One example is the SAN™
SF special application needle –
developed for use with staple fiber
yarns on large diameter circular
knitting machines. Furthermore, we
have the TT needle available. Being
extremely flexible in terms of pattern
options and yarn usage, it opens up
completely new business fields.

When it comes to Felting,
Groz-Beckert presents its contribution to the global nonwovens
industry. Experience our products
in a completely new way. Discover
how we can help you protect your
knowhow and simplify your needle
logistics by creating a customerspecific label. Are you active in the
spunlace sector? Groz-Beckert jet
strips “made in Germany” provide an
important competitive advantage in
hydroentanglement of nonwovens.

Groz-Beckert InLine reinvents
the traditional meaning of metallic
card clothing for the nonwovens
industry. The new wire series
is especially characterized by a
higher stability of the card clothing
teeth. For the spinning industry
there are also novelties available:
A new revolving top, an improved
cylinder wire, an innovative doffer
wire culminating in new series of
stationary flats.
www.groz-beckert.com/en/products/
carding

www.groz-beckert.com/en/products/
felting

Sewing

For the weaving industry
Groz-Beckert offers a wide-ranging
product portfolio. Pay us a visit
and experience the innovation and
automation in weaving preparation
live: An important step towards
Industry 4.0. A variety of products
in all process stages of a weaving
mill completes the presentation at
ITMA Europe.

Rising demands on the quality
of the end products also require
tufting tools to deliver maximum
performance. Groz-Beckert meets
these requirements with a unique
quality promise: A tested and
coordinated selection of materials,
adherence to the tightest tolerances,
and dimensional conformity of all
individual tools – the basis for a
functioning Gauge Part System.

Wide-ranging requirements demand
a wide range of products: When
processing fine fabrics the challenge
is to avoid damaging the material.
The special application needle
SAN® 10 combines the requirements for protecting the material
and stability. But Groz-Beckert not
only offers the right needle for every
seam, we also support you in your
sewing operation: Discover your way
of improving the handling of
machine needles with the INH
Quality Management.

www.groz-beckert.com/en/products/
weaving

Tufting needle with SAN® S point

Tufting

Jacquard heald – ANTABRA version

Weaving

www.groz-beckert.com/en/products/
tufting

Special application needle SAN® 10

www.groz-beckert.com/en/products/
knitting

Doffer and worker wire SiroLock®

Carding

Felting needle GEBECON®

Felting

Knitting machine needle litespeed® plus

Products

Knitting

www.groz-beckert.com /en/products/
sewing

Trade fair
services

Innovation Hub

Welcome Desk

Catering Area

The Tunnel

Would you like to find out more about
what‘s new? We are looking forward to
welcoming you at our innovation hub, where
you can discover our latest novelties.

If you have an appointment, a question or
suggestions, meet us at the Welcome Desk.
We care about your concerns, guide you to
your preferred contact person or shorten
your waiting time with a coffee.

Enjoy the time and space for personal
use, business and technical discussions,
amusement, and not least for a
little snack.

Don‘t miss the fun and entertaining
experience of a walk through
our tunnel – and be prepared
for random encounters.

